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Students Wear Out Faculty; Gridders Get Rings
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Sorrentino said, “We have some
young pups of our own and some
old crafty veterans. Nice mix for
us. In the second half, they can
expect more of the same. More
fire more brimstone.”
Senior student Morgan Miller
commented, “I think we did well;
we just need to get back on
defense, because the teachers
had the majority of their points
on fast breaks.”
In the third quarter, the student machine dug in to deny
their opponent the nomination.
While the faculty’s 3-point volleys missed the target, the students seized possession and won
the quarter, 15-9.
Trailing, 51-45, the students

poured on the youth to wear out
the fading faculty. Miller (1,000point career scorer) pumped in
back-to-back 3-point bombs that
broke the faculty’s will. The students ruled the quarter, 21-9,
and occupied the winners’ spot,
breaking up a five-year faculty
reign. The series record however
still favors the faculty 9-6.
“We had a lot of excitement
and a lot of energy. Miller however came in there and sunk
two three’s for them. They took
that momentum and kept going. We had a mix of teachers
from all departments, all areas
of the school, and it’s great to
come together and share. It’s a
great tradition and everyone

gets the credit for it. It’s lots of
fun,” said girls soccer coach Jen
Michewicz.
“You saw the moves out there.
I was very close to dunking a few
times. I’m as smooth as any
basketball player out there, although I spent most of my time
on the mat. This is a sport that
anyone can pick up. You need a
hoop and a ball or just nail a
basket to a telephone pole. But
that right there would be a warmup for our [wrestling] team. This
would not even be a sweat for
our kids. You saw the dunk, I was
very close, boasted wrestling
Head Coach Pat Gorman.
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